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‘Improvisations of Empire’ offers the first extended critical, biographical and historiographical
account of the work of Thomas Pringle, a poet and writer who occupies a central place in the
cultural imaginary of English-speaking, white South Africans. However, there has been, to date,
no single study which attempts to encompass all the aspects of Pringle’s life and work, and,
particularly, to examine his poetry in the ‘thick’ context of its different national locations and his
importance as a transnational and not merely a local or colonial writer.Using the methods of
close reading, and combining these with an examination of the historical record (much of it
archival material unknown to, or ignored by, previous scholarship), ‘Improvisations of Empire’
seeks to understand Pringle’s writing, particularly the poetry, within the layered histories of his
Scottish Enlightenment background and his early literary exposure to both Scottish and English
Romanticisms. It then traces how these formative influences are refracted, and fractured, by his
colonial experiences in the Cape Colony, before undergoing yet another modification during his
period of residence in London (1826–1834). It was during this final stage of Pringle’s career that
most of his writing was published for the first time, and very little critical attention has been paid
either to the retrospective character of these writings, or to how they are inflected by Pringle’s
metropolitan status as a prominent abolitionist, secretary of the Anti-Slavery Society, an
increasingly fervid evangelical and a prominent editorial figure in the world of the literary annuals
so popular at the time. Matthew Shum additionally argues that, quite apart from his crucial
importance to South African literature, Pringle can also be understood as a figure working at a
revealing tangent to metropolitan paradigms. The study explores Pringle’s ‘improvisations’ of his
imperial identity in various locations and suggests that his writing offers a limit case for
mainstream literary paradigms as they press up against unfamiliar and often disturbing colonial
conditions.
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English, Thomas Pringle has occupied a privileged place, both as the producer of the first
substantial body of literary, journalistic and reportorial work about this country, and as an
exemplary figure for the liberal values of press freedom and racial tolerance. In this combination
of the ethical and the aesthetic, Pringle is commonly considered a crucial writer around whom
“the core foundational myths of South African liberalism have been constructed” (Dubow 2006,
27). Yet scant critical attention has been paid to the diffractions of circumstance that attended
the production of Pringle’s work or the motivations for his public actions. Pringle’s life and
writings, particularly his poetry, are the product of a complex conjoining of different contexts. As
the title of this study indicates, Pringle must be located within, and among, three national or
geographical spaces, all of which exerted an intermingled influence on his imagination. Although
Pringle may be regarded as central to the lineages of South African liberalism, it should also be
recognized that he was a person in transit between different national spaces and also between
different sets of formative influences. This mutability registers in the poetry, in particular, which
moves from an absorption in the Scottish antiquarian revival and Scottish and English
Romanticisms to a poetry of public address that draws retrospectively on eighteenth-century
models. Pringle’s Narrative of a Residence in South Africa, published for the first time in African
Sketches (1834), a volume that brought together the poetry and a significant section of Pringle’s
prose, exhibits a similarly diverse range of concerns and motivations, particularly in its final
chapters that are heavily invested in the surge of political events that lead to the abolition of
colonial slavery in 1833–34. A considerable proportion of Pringle’s South African writing was
produced when he lived in London (1826–34), where his public profile was, paradoxically, more
substantial than it ever had been in Scotland or South Africa. Even so, Pringle wrote from within
a kind of double expatriation, and these mixed junctures give his work an intriguing angularity
that sets him apart from his metropolitan counterparts.Despite Pringle’s South African status,
there presently exists only a single monograph devoted to the most significant and durable



aspect of his literary production: the poetry. However, John Robert Doyle’s Thomas Pringle,
published in 1972, is understandably dated and also disappointing. Described by the Scottish
critic Angus Calder as “not very penetrating in literary or biographical judgment” (1982, 11),
Doyle’s book contains some useful analysis, but it is limited by a formalism that fails to engage
the often charged, and always changing, contexts out of which Pringle wrote. The biographical
field has yielded richer results, which may stand as an indication of how the life is considered to
exceed the work. Short biographical studies were attached to early editions of Pringle’s poetry
and prose in the nineteenth century (Pringle 1838, 1966), and the first full treatment was Jane
Meiring’s Thomas Pringle: His Life and Times (1968). Meiring’s book is loosely anecdotal and
contains no referencing, rendering it of little scholarly use. Randolph Vigne’s Thomas Pringle:
South African Pioneer, Poet and Abolitionist (2012), is a far more comprehensive and richly
sourced biographical account but does little to engage the literary and intellectual contexts out
of which Pringle wrote, preferring instead to concentrate on his politics, which are viewed as
unfailingly emancipatory. His edition of The South African Letters of Thomas Pringle (2011) is a
very valuable, and long overdue, addition to the scholarship. However, Vigne’s enthusiasm for
his subject sometimes overwhelms the evenness of his judgment and, at times, the adducement
of his evidence. The study to which I have most frequently turned is Patricia Morris’s unpublished
doctoral dissertation “A Documentary Account of the Life of Thomas Pringle, 1789–
1834” (1982), which offers a substantially detailed biographical account and, in my view, a more
discerning understanding of her subject than that which is found in the Vigne biography.While
my own study unfolds along a chronological axis, and follows Pringle’s writing through the three
distinct phases of Scotland, the Cape Colony and London, it does not construct a line of
successive development but considers these phases as intertwined and recursive. Within this
larger approach, my analysis relies on an extended interlocution with Pringle’s texts, particularly
the poetry, in which I attempt to allow the writing to speak to the contemporary reader in the full
range of its complexity. In adopting this approach, which is underpinned by close reading, I have
deliberately sought to avoid the conceptual vocabulary of the postcolonial, with its tendency to
subordinate the intricacies of the colonial text to the mandates of the theoretical. This is not to
say that theory is shunned (I remain indebted to postcolonial studies in a variety of ways) but
that its use is conditioned by its ability to gain traction on the texts under consideration rather
than write them into a subset of another discourse altogether. A strongly adjacent critical
presence is that of Romanticism and the critical literature it has generated, particularly as it
engages those aesthetic categories central to the Romantic repertoire: the sublime, the beautiful
and the picturesque. Pringle’s lifetime (1789–1834) corresponds almost exactly with an
established periodization of Romanticism, and no discussion of his work is complete without a
consideration of this influence. In creating a “thick” description of Pringle’s contexts I have drawn
on the work of historians, particularly historians of South African colonial history and historians
of slavery and empire, as well as extensive archival research.The first chapter considers
Pringle’s Scottish writing and its informing influences, in particular his deference toward English



literary models. An examination of the Scottish writing is productive for understanding Pringle’s
later output, since this early work already engages a disparity between elective models and local
particularity. Pringle’s landscape poetry of this period, for example, reveals a disjuncture
between the Scottish natural environment and those desiderata of locodescriptive poetry that
derive from English paradigms. While this gap between the formal and the topographical might
become more distinct in the South African writing, the fact that Pringle has already encountered
it has implications for our understanding of him as a colonial or derivative poet. If we turn to
Pringle’s journalism, the key area of engagement is with the presence of the gypsies in Scotland,
the subject of a three-part article published in 1817. In these articles, Pringle is affronted by the
gypsy’s refusal to be assimilated into the social and cultural improvement of a modernizing
Scotland and their imperviousness to the landscapes they have long inhabited. In attempting to
resolve the problem of gypsy archaism and intractability, Pringle resorts to a figural solution: the
gypsies become a resource for picturesque representation. I argue that the “wild” picturesque of
the gypsy character will form one of the baselines for Pringle’s representations of South African
indigenous peoples. These and other concerns—such as the conceptual paradigm of four
stages theory, which shaped Pringle’s understanding of the evolution of a colonial society—form
the basis for the opening chapter, whose general argument, necessarily anticipatory, is that the
Scottish writings act as an indispensable template for understanding the South African writing to
come.The second chapter covers the difficult, initial phase of Pringle’s residence in South Africa:
the two-year period he spent in a remote area of the Eastern Frontier of the Cape Colony as
head of a party of Scottish agriculturalists. During this time, Pringle’s experience of colonialism
was fraught with challenge and insecurity, and the writing he produced, both poetry and prose,
registers this strain. I begin by considering passages from the opening chapter of Pringle’s
Narrative of a Residence in South Africa (1834), which juxtapose an account of the settler camp
at Algoa Bay with a description of a brief visit to a mission at Bethelsdorp, where he first
encountered indigenous people. These passages alert us to Pringle’s investment in social
hierarchy and his fears of its disruption by working-class settlers, even while he believed that the
endeavors of the missionaries had the potential to create a pliable class of “Hottentot” converts.
They also introduce Pringle in his role as proselytizer for the humanitarian causes represented
by the missionaries. Here, as in other passages in the Narrative, there are strong reasons to
believe that, writing in the abolitionist spirit of 1834, he retrospectively adjusts passages in the
Narrative to reflect views he did not have at the time. In the subsequent period of first settlement
on the frontier, Pringle and the party of Scottish settlers that he headed were beset with
difficulties, which included defending their livestock against San raiding.1 Both here and
elsewhere I argue that the widespread understanding of Pringle’s colonial politics as motivated
by irreproachable conviction is an idealism that permits little understanding of the compromises
and contingencies of colonial life.The chapter concludes with an examination of two poems,
“Evening Rambles” and “Afar in the Desert.” Commentary on these poems is framed by those
descriptions of landscape in the opening chapters of the Narrative, which register repeated



disruption or “intermingling” of the aesthetic categories that derive from European
representations of landscape. These categories, considered as ordering conceptions that give
shape to phenomenal experience, present Pringle with dilemmas of representation to which the
two poems also respond. In considering “Afar in the Desert” and “Evening Rambles,” I am
attentive to their failed attempts to imaginatively suture Scottish memories to South African
landscapes as well as their inability to accomplish the generic intent that appears to have
motivated them.The third chapter begins with an examination of Pringle’s South African
journalism in the South African Journal and the South African Commercial Advertiser, both of
which were proscribed for their alleged subversion of the colonial state. This neglected
journalism enables an understanding of the way Pringle’s Scottish and imperial heritages played
into his perception of how a nascent colonial civil society should evolve; it also sheds light on
Pringle’s understanding of the social function of literature and reveals his early, and surprisingly
dismissive, attitudes toward indigenous people. The chapter then charts the disruption of
Pringle’s immediate colonial career precipitated by the fallout with Governor Somerset. For
approximately two years he drifted around the frontier districts of the colony, briefly settling again
with the Scottish party, before sailing back not to Scotland but to London. During this stranded
interlude, Pringle met with the head of the London Missionary Society in the colony, John Philip,
and other humanitarians who were opponents of Somerset. It was an important moment for
Pringle and marks his emergence as an advocate of humanitarian causes. Soon afterward, he
began to write the type of poetry with which his name is most often associated—a poetry that,
through the persona of an indigenous person, protests colonial rule—and to produce polemical
journalism attacking colonial governance in the Cape Colony.The chapter moves on to examine
Pringle’s use of an indigenous persona or voice and begins by tracking precedents for this
practice within his writing, and probing the assumptions implicit in what would seem to be an
unwarranted claim to the experience of others. My position, developed through close readings of
passages from the Narrative and his journalistic writing, is that Pringle’s representations of
indigenous people are, for a start, very uneven. His initial endeavors to render vernacular voices
are scarcely more than a comic diversion, before modulating into more serious attempts to enter
the tenor of local African speech. Pringle’s single extended effort to describe indigenous people
in the Narrative (a racially varied group of inmates in a rural jail) is notable for the imperial
assessment of his gaze, in which African bodies are arrayed within European aesthetic registers.
In conclusion, I analyze two of Pringle’s best-known poems of this period, “The Song of the Wild
Bushman” and “Makanna’s Gathering.” Both poems make use of indigenous personae and both
articulate an opposition to colonial rule. In the “The Song of the Wild Bushman,” I examine the
extraordinary collocation of circumstances surrounding its composition (Pringle was at the time
engaged in requesting colonial militia to hunt down a party of San that was raiding the livestock
of the Scottish settlers). This incident, I propose, is an example of the distance separating
Pringle’s poetic, figural “Bushman” and his abject material counterpart. I attempt to account for
the acuteness of this contradiction by suggesting, among other things, that a disjuncture



between figurative elaboration and social fact was also a constitutive feature both of canonical
Romantic poetry and of Scottish representations of such outcast groups as gypsies and, to a
lesser degree, Highlanders. A similar disjuncture obtains in “Makanna’s Gathering,” ostensibly a
poem that endorses Xhosa retaliation against the injustices of British colonial incursion. In my
reading, the poem is strongly indebted to conventions of the picturesque, derived mainly from
Walter Scott, in which a “wild” figure is depicted in a context of dramatic incident. However, while
both poems might be understood as variations on familiar generic templates, I suggest that such
affinities do not exhaust their meaning, which resonate suggestively beyond their formal
enclosure.Chapter 4 examines Pringle’s period of residence in London from 1826 until his death
in 1834. Pringle’s relation to his colonial experience underwent significant changes after he
succeeded in refashioning himself both as a minor poet and as an editor of some influence. He
also had a public profile as an abolitionist-humanitarian and was closely connected to prominent
members of a parliamentary reform group through his position as Secretary to the Anti-Slavery
Society. While Pringle’s abolitionist activities are well known to critics, and serve to reinforce an
understanding of his poetry as politically motivated, little attention has been paid to Pringle’s
position in the London literary marketplace, particularly his role as editor of the annual
Friendship’s Offering from 1829 to 1834. These popular annuals, aimed at the genteel, female
reader, were influential markers of literary and artistic decorum, and in the early 1830s Pringle
felt confident enough in his editorial role to pronounce himself as assisting in, and adjudicating,
the “national taste” —a far cry from the obscurity of his role in the Cape Colony. When we
consider that in his day Pringle’s public reputation rested just as much on this editorial profile as
it did on his South African writing and his abolitionist-humanitarian activities, we begin to
apprehend the triangulated structure of location, influence and affinity that informed his writing of
this period. In broad terms, I suggest that Pringle was conscious that the “African” quality of his
poetry secured him a certain market niche, and he was also aware of the need to reshape his
colonial experience into forms that were accessible to his metropolitan audience. In pursuing this
argument, I take “The Bechuana Boy” and “The Emigrant’s Cabin” as poems that typify the
revisionist turn in Pringle’s poetry. In analyzing these poems, I am conscious, among other
things, of their appeal to categories of aesthetic affectivity such as sympathy, and of their
dependence on notions of colonial life congruent both with the expectations of the polite middle-
class reader and with the public ethos of humanitarian politics. This chapter also considers
Pringle’s editorial role in The History of Mary Prince (1831), the work for which he is best known
in international scholarship. Here, my approach is to read the biography of the female slave in
structural and thematic homology with the colonial provenance of “The Bechuana Boy” and
thereby restore to the History a South African dimension hitherto absent from the extensive
critical literature.Alongside this dominant strain in Pringle’s later work is another, which
constitutes something of a subgenre within his poetry and which has received minimal attention:
the poetry of evangelical redemptivism. This is a proselytizing genre whose chief intention is to
exhort indigenous unbelievers or to celebrate, in terms that often invoke the miraculous, the



conversion of the African subject. These poems are extraordinary in their wishfulness and the
anxiety of their imploration and they sit anomalously in the context of Pringle’s work as a whole.
Most were first published in the 1830s in missionary magazines directed at a large transnational
audience, and though South African in subject matter, they were so generalized and
stereotypical in religious posture as to apply to any area of empire in which evangelical
missionizing was prominent. I examine the significance of these poems within the context of the
evangelical-abolitionist movement, which, following the passing of the Act to abolish colonial
slavery in 1833–34, believed itself to be an agent of world-historical change. In closing this
analysis of the final phase of Pringle’s poetry, I also draw attention to a counter-strain of
pessimism and blunt satire running through his later work. Sometimes oblique or submerged,
sometimes startlingly overt, this strain may be discerned in poems such as “The Honeybird and
the Woodpecker,” “The Caffer Commando” and “The Desolate Valley.” These despairing
appraisals of the imperial project are deepened in a short concluding chapter that considers
several passages toward the end of Pringle’s Narrative, reflecting on a letter sent to him by a
correspondent from the Cape. These passages revolve around the indiscriminate slaughter of
the San and occasion a series of reflections in which Pringle, in a revealing disavowal of his own
views, acknowledges the irreparable harms of the colonial project. Throughout the course of this
study, I seek to demonstrate how an inherent instability and a tendency toward repeated
contrariety or contradiction runs through Pringle’s work, something which has not been given
sustained attention in the existing criticism. This unstable indeterminacy also allows us to read
Pringle as a kind of limit case for the Romantic sensibility as it runs up against the hardness of
colonial history—thereby placing him in a literary-historical lineage in which he has been all but
forgotten.In restoring this dimension to Pringle’s work, it is my hope that he emerges as a
correlative figure for the present, a time in which a constitutive uncertainty again dominates
white South African experience and in which a global “whiteness” is being held to account by a
new generation of formerly colonized peoples seeking reparation and proper witness for
European imperial conquest and its long durational aftermath. Such an emergence into the
exigencies of the present will, I hope, facilitate an understanding of Pringle’s work as a complex
resource for the embattled present rather than a relic of the colonial past best discarded or
condemned.Note1The terms “Bushman” and “Hottentot” are no longer considered permissible
nomenclature. Except where I am quoting directly from Pringle, I use the term “San” in place of
“Bushman” and “Khoi” in place of “Hottentot.” My understanding is that these are currently
considered appropriate designations.Chapter 1SCOTLAND: 1789–1820In an 1814 “postscript”
to Waverley, Walter Scott described contemporary Scotland as the product of a rapid, forced
march to modernity. “There is no European nation,” he wrote, “which, within the course of half a
century, or in little more, has undergone so complete a change as this kingdom of Scotland.” He
makes it clear that such change entailed the “destruction” and “eradication” of an entire class of
people:The effects of the insurrection of 1745—the destruction of the patriarchal power of the
highlands chiefs—the abolition of the heritable power jurisdictions of the lowland nobility and



barons—the total eradication of the Jacobite party, which, averse to intermingle with the English,
or adopt their customs, long continued to pride themselves upon maintaining the ancient
Scottish traditions and manners—commenced this innovation. The gradual influx of wealth, and
extension of commerce, have since united to render the present people of Scotland a class of
beings as different from their grandfathers as the existing English are from those of Queen
Elizabeth’s time […]. [T] he change, though steadily and rapidly progressive, has, nevertheless,
been gradual; and like those who drift down the stream of a deep and smooth river, we are not
aware of the progress we have made, until we fix our eye on the now distant point from which we
have been drifted.—Such of the present generation who can recollect the last twenty or twenty-
five years of the eighteenth century, will be fully sensible of the truth of this statement; especially
if their acquaintance and connections lay among those, who, in my younger time, were
facetiously called “folks of the old leaven,” who still cherished a lingering, though hopeless,
attachment to the House of Stuart. This race has now almost entirely vanished from the land,
and with it, doubtless, much absurd political prejudice—but also many living examples of
singular and disinterested attachment to the principles of loyalty which they received from their
fathers, and of old Scottish faith, hospitality, worth, and honour. (1985, 492)There is a tension
here between historical change as a “gradual” evolutionary “drift” down the unperturbed surfaces
of a “deep and smooth river,” while at the same time asserting the “steadily and rapidly
progressive” nature of these changes. Similarly, there is an attempt to extol ancient Scottish
values and traditions, despite their erasure in the name of progress. Scott does not manage to
extricate himself from these uncomfortable contradictions. This is especially ironic since he was
so prodigiously active, and so conspicuously successful, in recreating the ethos of that “entirely
vanished” Jacobite past and infusing it into the social imaginary of early nineteenth-century
British society. For my purposes, however, the passage highlights a central tendency in those
historical moments (especially colonial ones) when the modernization process is accelerated by
violent enforcement and the present tense of certain peoples is vanished by the imperial center
into the “distant point” of those outside the flow of history. Saree Makdisi argues that “the
process of imperial modernization [was] not only located outside of Britain, but inside it as well”
and cites the “radically and violently redefined” Scottish Highlands as the most prominent
example of this internal colonization (1998, 76).1 The analogies between the Scottish context
and the colonial process then unfolding in the distant Cape Colony are by no means exact; but
there are, I would suggest, sufficient resemblances to offer us the outer limits of a framework for
understanding the resources a minor Scottish poet, whose only claim to distinction was a
ventriloqual reproduction of Scott’s verse, might bring to the representation of colonial South
Africa.Thomas Pringle was born in 1789 to a family of tenant farmers in Teviotdale. His ancestors
had “for four generations at least […] belonged to the class of plain, respectable Scottish
husbandmen, and their near connections were of the same class, or of a corresponding rank in
society” (Pringle 1966, xxii). In the tripartite social structure of the rural Scottish Lowlands,
Pringle’s family would have occupied the intermediate position: above them a “small proprietorial



class” of landlords and below them “a low-status class of laborers” (Lenman 1984, 114–15). This
situation was subject to increasingly volatility. “North of the border there truly was an Industrial
and Agricultural Revolution,” writes T. M. Devine (2000, 107), and in the rural Lowlands, the
epicenter of “agrarian capitalism,” modernizing improvement “radically alter[ed] the traditional
social order and in the process drastically cut back the large numbers who had always had a
legal or customary right to land” (118). This extensive disenfranchisement meant that for many
the only escape from destitution or low-wage labor was to emigrate—the path taken by the
Pringle family.But Pringle’s own circumstances were anyway complex, for an unfortunate
displacement of his right hip in early infancy obliged him to use crutches for the rest of his life,
and this disability meant that, unlike his siblings, who continued to work the land, he received a
formal education, first in a local grammar school (where Walter Scott had been a pupil) and then
at the University of Edinburgh. He studied a miscellany of subjects at university, with special
emphasis on Latin and Greek, but did not complete these studies and enter a profession, as his
family must surely have wished. Instead, he developed an interest in literature. Josiah Conder,
Pringle’s first biographer, relates that Pringle “was much more conversant with English poetry
and criticism […] than students of his standing generally were,” and soon after arriving in
Edinburgh, he helped to organize “a small weekly club” devoted to literary matters (in Pringle
1966, xxv). But Pringle’s “too great confidence in the profitableness of literary
employment” (xxvi) and the “difficulty of fixing on any plan of life from his unprofessional
status” (xxvii) led to “attacks of depression” in the years after he left university. Conder’s italicized
“status” tells us a great deal about the professional and social uncertainty Pringle faced as a
young man. In his anxiety to fashion a literary career, he sought to harness the “immense social
significance of polite letters as a transformative cultural force […] of upward mobility” (Guillory
1993, 118). Yet Pringle’s preoccupation with “belles lettres” and his desire to fashion a social
identity synonymous with his literary endeavors was a risky undertaking for the son of a tenant
farmer being squeezed into penury by the improvement of Scottish agriculture. As it happened,
Pringle’s modest degree of literary success would never prove sufficient to earn him a living, and
he was to remain on the precarious margins of the middle class until the end of his life.In 1808,
Pringle began formal employment at the General Register House, the “earliest purpose
designed record repository in Britain” (Lenman 1984, 137). Here he was responsible for clerical
duties such as transcribing documents from Latin into English. This employment would sustain
him over the next 12 years. During this period, Pringle established a modest literary reputation
and participated in the Scottish antiquarian revival by recovering and recycling old Border “airs,”
sometimes with the aid of his sister, Mary. In 1817, he began a brief and inglorious period of
employment in periodical journalism when he and an associate edited the Edinburgh Monthly
Magazine and Constable’s Edinburgh Magazine until 1819. The original scheme for the
Edinburgh Monthly Magazine was jointly hatched by Pringle and James Hogg, whose
acquaintance Pringle had made in 1816 when he published a poem in Hogg’s Poetic Mirror.
They approached the Edinburgh publisher James Blackwood with their idea, but Hogg backed



out on the grounds that he did not, and would not, live in Edinburgh. Pringle then assumed
coeditorship with James Cleghorn, an experienced journalist. The convolutions of Pringle’s
involvement in this venture with Blackwood, and its notorious conclusion, will not be pursued
here.2 What needs to be emphasized is that Pringle’s editorial undertakings appear to have
significantly diminished his prospects for a literary career in Scotland. For a start, he fell out with
Blackwood, a publisher of considerable influence, and was then subjected to scurrilous mockery
in the infamous “Translations from an Ancient Chaldee Manuscript,” which was written by Hogg
and the editors who succeeded to the Edinburgh Monthly Magazine (renamed Blackwood’s
Edinburgh Magazine) after the litigious departure of Pringle and Cleghorn. The “Chaldee
Manuscript,” which was published in the first edition of the relaunched magazine in October
1817, set the tone for Blackwood’s pugnacious personal attacks and provoked considerable
scandal at the time. Pringle and Cleghorn were among its targets and, though nobody was
mentioned by name, the keys were fairly obvious. Pringle’s agnomen was “the lamb,” a play both
on his mild-mannered nature and “lamiter,” which in Scottish dialect means lame person (Morris
1982, 100).John Lockhart and John Wilson would go on to establish the renamed Blackwood’s
Edinburgh Magazine as a leading British journal, and in retrospect, the editorship of Pringle and
Cleghorn has been regarded by historians of Scottish periodical literature as lackluster,
“anything but exciting” (Finkelstein 2002, 8). Although some argue that these “accusations of
inadequacy are incorrect” (Morris 1982, 118; Vigne 2012, 29–46), the fallout from the Blackwood
debacle was damaging to Pringle. The misfortune was compounded when, 18 months after the
“Chaldee” scandal, Pringle and Cleghorn again found themselves under negative scrutiny when
their editorship of Constable’s Edinburgh Magazine was terminated after they did not attract
subscribers in sufficient numbers. This “undoubted failure” (Morris 1982, 122) must surely have
scuppered Pringle’s chances of making a literary living, to say nothing of the damage inflicted on
his self-esteem by the derision that he endured at the hands of Hogg, Wilson and Lockhart
(1982, 113). Pringle had also managed to alienate both Blackwood and Constable, Edinburgh’s
two most powerful publishers. He was never to have contact with either of them again. Save for a
brief visit in 1830, Pringle would never again return to his native land, and even when he suffered
a subsequent professional setback in South Africa, he preferred to head to London, perhaps
sensing that he could not, in Scotland, “resurrect the self that had been done to death by
slanderous tongues in Edinburgh” (Morris 1982,115).Pringle’s Scottish writings are not
especially noteworthy, and were he to be remembered by them alone, his literary reputation
would likely be very slight indeed. These writings include two books of verse, a small number of
anthologized poems and ballads, and some scattered journalism. Little is known about his first
publication, The Institute: A Heroic Poem in Four Cantos (1811),3 a satire he coauthored with a
fellow student and which has sunk into obscurity. His second publication, a book of poems
entitled The Autumnal Excursion, or, Sketches in Teviotdale; with Other Poems (1819), did not
generate much attention and left Pringle in debt. However we weight their literary value, Pringle’s
early Scottish writings offer substantial insights into the general frames of literary, cultural and



historical reference that he brought to his colonial experience. These frames might have
undergone a significant refraction during Pringle’s six-year stay in South Africa, but they are
indispensable to understanding the baselines from which he worked.To begin with the poetry.
Pringle’s early output can be divided into two broad, but not always distinct, categories: ballads
and songs composed in the spirit of the Scottish antiquarian revival and neo-Augustan verse,
largely of a sentimental and moralizing nature, loosely intermixed with Wordsworthian
conceptions of nature, childhood and memory. It is often assumed that Pringle’s pre–South
African poetry drew primarily on the resources of a generalized English Romanticism, in which
the influence of Wordsworth was paramount and that this influence extends, with some
modification, into his South African writing.4 This assumption is misleading as it fails to take into
account the existence of a particularized Scottish Romanticism and the problematic relationship
between English and Scottish Romanticisms. Until recently, the latter was considered to be:an
inauthentic Romanticism, defined by a mystified—purely ideological—commitment to history
and folklore. Rather than being a site of Romantic production, Scotland’s fate is to have become
a Romantic object or commodity […] Nor is this simply an English story, since Scottish
nationalist critics have devised a compelling variant, denouncing their modern tradition as
inorganic, self-divided, alienated from its vital sources—the proof of that alienation […] being
Scotland’s lack of a genuine Romantic movement. (Davis et al. 2004, 1–2)The authors of this
editorial introduction to a collection of essays (part of the burgeoning critical literature on the
distinctive qualities of Scottish Romanticism) begin by quoting Wordsworth’s derisive judgment
that neither Walter Scott nor James Hogg “writes a language which has any pretension to be
called English” (2004, 1). The university-educated Pringle, with his immersion in “English poetry
and criticism,” must surely have been aware of this animus toward Scottish writing and Scottish
cultural resources. We need to locate Pringle’s Scottish literary output, modest as it is, within the
context of such cultural antagonism. It then becomes necessary to consider whether the poetry
he wrote while based in the Cape Colony and subsequently London can be understood as
broadly Scottish in its affiliation or whether it takes shape under a different set of
influences.Pringle’s first known contribution to the ballad revival form was in 1816, when a song,
“The Banks of the Cayle,” was published in Albyn’s Anthology before being included in The
Autumnal Excursion. The song was described by the editor as being based upon a “fine original
air” discovered by Pringle’s sister, Mary; an example of the original stanzas was included with
the comment that they were “a curious specimen of that quaint play on words, which was much
in fashion during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries” (quoted in Morris 1982, 57). “The Banks
of the Cayle” is sung/narrated by a female voice and tells the first-person story of a “Scottish
maid” (circa 1745, perhaps referencing the hostilities that led to Culloden in 1746) whose
intended husband, “the gallant Lord of Yair,” has been killed in battle by the British (“My true love
for his country died/On Biggar’s fatal field”). The narrator has been forced into marriage with the
man who murdered her intended, slaughtered her parents and left her family landless:And
Edward, Scotland’s deadly foeHas pledged my captive handTo him, who wrought my kindred’s



woeAnd seized my father’s land. (1819, 90)About half the poem focuses on “the fiends of war
and woe/Impatient to destroy,” while the remaining stanzas celebrate the Scottish landscape,
“youth’s enchanted hour” and the ephemeral joys of “plighted vows.” The refrain, “O bonny grows
the broom on Blaikla-Knowes,/And the birk in Lerden Vale,” places the poem in specifically
localized settings, as though the geographic persistence of these locations, or their actuality in
the present tense, provide bona fides for the poem’s sentiments. The concluding stanza is
unapologetically defiant:But though the treacherous tyrant’s yokeMy country still must bear,A
Scottish maid his power shall mockHe cannot rule despair! (1819, 90)The ornamental
nationalism of this ballad might invoke and celebrate a certain image of the Scottish past, but its
strident protest against historical English injustice should be understood as a formulaic
aesthetics rather than an incitement to action. It is notable that Pringle should first have been
anthologized in a poetic form that anxiously requires that a deliberately and violently destroyed
precapitalist past be conjured into an aesthetics of “organic” immediacy to underwrite the
cultural legitimacy of the lettered classes—for similar tendencies will surface in his the South
African poetry as well.Although Pringle’s Scottish poetry was only marginally occupied with the
recasting of oral forms, both as poet and archivist he was actively involved in the antiquarian
revival, and evidence of the convergence of these activities may be found in the poem that
follows “Banks of the Cayle” when it was reprinted in The Autumnal Excursion. “Lady Grizel’s
Lament” is a transcription of a ballad, with Pringle’s additions, that he found among the
manuscripts of a Scottish aristocrat who had asked Registry House to make an inventory of the
historical material in his collection. Grizel Bailie (1665–1746) was the daughter of the Earl of
Marchmont and “supposedly […] the first aristocratic writer of the seventeenth century to
become interested in national songs” (Morris 1982, 59). The opening eight lines of the “Lament,”
allegedly written by Lady Grizel herself, eulogize a pastoral scene (“O the ewe-bughting’s bonny,
baith e’ening and morn”) but hint at personal tragedy (“But alas, my Dear Heart, all my sighing’s
for thee”). In the remaining 12 lines, Pringle steepens the tragic arc: the speaker laments the
banishment of her shepherd swain (“Sandy”), calls down destruction on those responsible for
his banishment (“O wae to the traitors! an’ black be their fa’”) and ends with a warning to the
“cruel oppressors” that vengeance will be exacted (“Wi Freedom to Scotland, and Sandy to
me”). Although the specific historical details are unclear, Pringle again ventriloquizes the voice of
the oppressed and invokes an archaic Scottish nationalism. Furthermore, this is one of the rare
occasions when Pringle uses the dialect form. Despite his own rural, Border background, Pringle
wrote almost all his poems of this period in a mannered neo-Augustan register. This suggests
that despite his avowed attachment to the Scottish landscape and local history, Pringle was
conscious of the demand to write within linguistic norms and stylistic conventions derived from
the English “belles lettres” in which Conder reported him to be so engrossed. Robert Doyle
observes of the poems in The Autumnal Excursion that “[a] lmost everything collected in this
volume suggests the author was conscious of the methods used to become accepted” (1972,
83). Pringle’s poetic commitment was not, in any primary sense, configured around place and its



scenic and linguistic localizations, so much as around the demonstration of a certain sensibility
for which the local is not the substance but a pretext. This is not to claim that Pringle wished to
purge himself of all things Scottish; but it does indicate that, like so many of his contemporaries,
he sought to distance himself from a Scottish regionalism. In this respect, his models were poets
like James Thomson and Thomas Campbell, whose work successfully entered the English
mainstream and gave little indication of its Scottish provenance, rather than avowedly vernacular
poets like Burns and Robert Fergusson.5Pringle’s most substantial poem of this period was “The
Autumnal Excursion,” which appeared in the collection of poetry with the same title. The
publishing and reception history of the poem reveals the difficulties he had in establishing a
distinctive voice. The first version of the poem appeared in The Poetic Mirror, an anthology
published by James Hogg in 1816. Hogg had originally intended to assemble an anthology
featuring poems by the leading poets of the day, but when these poets did not come forward, he
decided to invite others to write imitations of their poetry. Among these submissions was one
written by Pringle, entitled “Epistle to Mr. RS.” Pringle had not intended this poem as an imitation
at all, and the dedicatee was his friend Robert Story. Reviewers of the anthology, however, read
the poem as being in the manner of Walter Scott and assumed it was dedicated to Robert
Southey, the poet laureate.6 This garbled reception did not please Pringle, but the publication of
the poem had one important consequence: it came to the attention of Walter Scott, who
declared that “he wished the original notes had always been as fine as their echo” (quoted in
Morris 1982, 55). Scott’s recognition prompted a distant and largely epistolary relationship
between the two men, and Scott’s patronage was to prove crucial to Pringle’s South African
venture in 1820.“The Autumnal Excursion,” published in its full version in 1819 when Pringle was
30, announces two main intentions: to celebrate the locality of Pringle’s birth and boyhood (“to
hail/The scented heath, the sheafy vale, /The hills and streams of Teviotdale”) and to evoke from
this locality the enduring experience of a childhood in nature (“Though hope’s young dreams like
shadows melt—/Yet nature still is lov’d and felt”). The redemptive influences of nature and the
durational power of the “sacred scenes of youthful loves” are obvious Wordsworthian themes.
Aside from this, however, the poem owes little to Wordsworth. There is no exploration, for
example, of the operation of memory, and the poem digresses frequently into Scottish history,
local lore (as in Scott’s narrative poetry) and religious sentiment—all of which are enveloped in
an ethos of “feelings pure” and “thoughts sublime.” “The Autumnal Excursion” is “heavily
conventional in the late Augustan manner” (Clouts 1971, 17) and nowhere more so than in the
insistent rhyming couplets. However, my primary interest is not in the poem’s structure and
thematic focus. Rather, I engage the poem, somewhat tendentiously, in order to elicit from it
those conventions of representation and historical understanding that might enable a more
informed reading of Pringle’s South African poetry.Pringle’s renditions of landscape in “The
Autumnal Excursion” owe an obvious debt to the protocols of locodescriptive or picturesque
poetry: the desire to envisage, and to invent, landscapes with variety and differentiated aspects.
I will not traverse the critical terrain of the picturesque at this point, since this exercise is more



relevant to Pringle’s most overtly picturesque production, the early South African poem “Evening
Rambles.” For the moment, I rest with a standard definition, in which the “distinctive
characteristics” of the picturesque are “the idea of variety in landscape, revealed through an
interest in irregularity, ruggedness, rusticity, intricacy, singularity and chiarascuro” (McCalman
1999, 646). Despite its formulaic nature, “The Autumnal Excursion” is by no means
straightforward in its use of the picturesque. On the contrary, Pringle quite explicitly locates a
problem with the picturesque, or at least with a Scottish picturesque. The “wild and lone”
Scottish scene, bereft of diversity of detail, its paradigm the unadorned planes of a “moorland
waste,” is set in contrast to the “richest bower” and “cultured fields” of an England rich in natural
life and human productivity. Pringle must have been aware that the Scottish Lowland landscape
was considered by English literati to lack the visible signatures of the picturesque. The locus
classicus of this view is to be found in Johnson’s notorious derogations of Lowland scenery,
especially his unending complaints of a landscape “naked of all vegetable decoration” (Johnson
and Boswell 1984, 45). The following passage is typical: “The variety of sun and shade is here
utterly unknown. There is no tree for either shelter or timber. […] and the whole country is
extended in uniform nakedness” (39). We might find suspect Johnson’s confident reading of this
landscape as one of depletion—a depletion that acts to further confirm his anti-Scottish
prejudices—but Pringle must have written “The Autumnal Excursion” with an awareness that the
picturesque was not a category readily associated with the Lowland countryside in which he
grew up. For Pringle, the Scottish landscape may be “more sweet” because it is ancestral, but it
is nonetheless marked by its difference—which Pringle fully acknowledges—from the normative
“merry England.” It is not a difference, however, which Pringle shows any inclination to
explore.Consider the following lines, where Pringle invites a companion to “seek/Old Cheviot’s
pathless mossy peak.” From this traditional elevation, itself significantly ancestral (“Where
Cimbrian sages dwelt of yore”), a conventional picturesque unfolds:—Fair sister streams, that
wend afarBy bloomy bank or blighted scaur;Now hidden by the clustering brake,Now lost amid
the mountain lake,Now clasping, with protective sweepSome mould’ring castle’s moated steep;
(1819, 8)In contrast to the flat contours of the “moorland waste” and the visual stasis of “all is
still” in a previous stanza, this scene is punctuated by rapid differentiation as the streams
traverse a constantly changing landscape: “blighted” follows “bloomy” and the iterative “now”
introduces sudden shifts in location. In addition, what Alan Liu calls the “metamorphic
passions” (1989, 92) typical of picturesque description are evident in the streams’ “clasping” and
“protective” closeness to the castle’s precipitous moat. The passage suggests that the Scottish
landscape can in fact be made to do the work of the picturesque, despite the geological,
botanical and agricultural deficiencies of its “wild and lone […] waste” when compared with
England’s “cultured fields.”Similar contradictions are apparent in other sections of the poem as
well. Consider the following passages. In the first, the speaker again stands on elevated ground
and records a variegated “prospect”:Oft from that height I lov’d to markSoon as the morning
rous’d the lark,And woodlands rais’d their raptured hymn,That land of glory spreading dim;While



slowly up the awakening daleThe mists withdrew their fleecy veil,And tower, and wood, and
winding streamWere brightening in the golden beam. (1819, 20–21)This view from above,
complete with its varied picturesque ensemble of tower, wood, streams, beams, birdsong and
patternings of light and shade, is immediately counterposed to a second view, presumably from
the same vantage, in which the conventional components of the picturesque are notably absent:
—Yet where the westward shadows fallMy eye with fonder gaze would dwell,—Though wild the
view, and brown and bare,Nor castled walls, nor hamlets fair,Nor range of sheltering woods,
were there —Nor river’s sweeping pride between,To give expression to the scene. (1819, 21)The
italicized “expression” clearly identifies this “scene” as being resistant to the compositional
requirements of the picturesque because it lacks design (is “wild”), variation in color (is uniformly
“brown”) and differentiating detail (is “bare”). The scene’s failure to conform to picturesque
requirements is further emphasized by a series of negative phrases that detail the absent scenic
elements. Readers of Pringle’s South African poetry will be aware that he often employs this
technique of description through privation to describe South African landscapes that lack
differentiating detail. Much as he does in the South African poems, Pringle ducks the issue of an
aesthetic more appropriate to the “wild” Scottish landscape. In this particular case, the difficulty
is averted rather disingenuously. What lies where the “westward shadows fall” is in fact his
childhood home, which Pringle proceeds to render in conventionally picturesque terms (even
though this homely landscape lacks the grander articulations of “castled walls,” “hamlets fair,”
broad “sweeping” rivers and so on):There stood a simple home,—where swellsThe meadow
sward to moory fells,—A rural dwelling, thatched and warm,Such as might suit the upland farm.A
honeysuckle clasps the sash,Half-shaded by the giant ash […]Below the silvery willows
shookTheir tresses o’er a rambling brook,That gamboll’d ‘mong its banks of broomTill lost in
Lerdan’s haunted gloom. (1819, 21–22)Here the “wild,” “brown” and “bare” are absent. Pringle’s
switching between landscapes explicitly marked as lacking the vital elements of the picturesque
repertoire and landscapes, presumably in the same general location, in which the conventional
components of the picturesque are indeed present, suggests a deliberate aestheticizing of the
Scottish landscape. This was not uncommon: “[B] y the third quarter of the eighteenth century,”
writes Simon Schama, as the success of Union became ever more apparent, “there began to be
a market for more picturesque depictions of Highland scenery” (1996, 467). These depictions
were reliant on artful alteration. Schama gives the example of Paul Sandby, a draftsman, who
was employed in a topographical survey of the Highlands in the 1740s. Three decades later, he
would “drastically” alter a pen drawing of a Highland landscape to satisfy the compositional
requirements of the picturesque. The view that in 1747 had looked “innocuous” was made “more
dramatic, with loftier peaks and crags” and “the upland meadows replaced by the suggestion of
gorse and heather” (467). From a South African point of view, the resistance of the local terrain
to metropolitan paradigms of landscape scenic description, so often registered in Pringle’s
privative listing of lack and absence, should not automatically be read as an index of a colonial
sensibility unable or unwilling to attune itself to local conditions. Even on the margins of the



metropole the pressure to conform to generic norms when writing polite verse was, as these
examples show, acutely felt.J. M. Coetzee describes the Excursion as “a poem that shows
Pringle still closely wedded to eighteenth century models of landscape verse, and in particular to
the conventions of the picturesque” (1988, 45). This compositional propriety is evident in many
aspects of the poem as well, as indeed it will be evident in much of the poetry Pringle is yet to
write. It is worth reminding ourselves here that the picturesque, with its technical and aesthetic
repertoire, was a particularly generative form in the production of a middle-class sensibility,
particularly because it served to occlude the crude pragmatics of a socioeconomic order
committed to the improvement and enclosure of agrarian land. Consider, for example, that the
Lowland countryside that Pringle celebrates was itself undergoing a massive depopulation, a
fact that Pringle alludes to in his notes but which does not obtrude into the formulaic design of
the poem. These lines occur after a passage celebrating the “heroic tale” of Border resistance to
British militarism:Oh, ne’er shall he, whose ardent primeWas fostered in the freeman’s
clime,Though doom’d to seek a distant strand,Forget his glorious native land—Forget—mid far
Columbia’s grovesThose sacred scenes of youthful loves! (1819, 13–14)In the notes, though,
the present inhabitants of the “glorious native land” are not inhabiting a “freeman’s clime”:Owing
to the general and severe pressure of distress which succeeded the late war, combined perhaps
with other unfortunate causes, the tide of emigration to America from the Border districts has
recently increased to a deplorable extent. Last summer about fifty individuals emigrated from the
small town of Jedburgh alone; and from its immediate vicinity not fewer than seventy families, of
whom many had been reduced from competent and even affluent circumstances to this
melancholy resource. (1819, 129)The “melancholy resource” of emigration, soon to be the
recourse of Pringle and his family, was primarily the result of innovations in agricultural practices,
particularly the “enclosure and the consolidation of small tenancies into fewer and larger
tenanted farms, making possible improved methods of cultivation and an increase in the total
rental of the land” (Dickson 1980, 48). While Pringle is correct to observe that the end of the
Napoleonic Wars in 1815 resulted in peacetime depression, the “other unfortunate causes” to
which he refers had much to do with the aggressive development of a nascent Scottish
capitalism, something that he never explicitly raises. Furthermore, the same dynamics that were
depopulating the Lowlands and depriving his family of their traditional occupation were closely
linked to “Scotland’s sacrifice of political independence to the pursuit of economic gain” (1980,
128). In short, Pringle’s picturesque is composed at a significant remove, political as well as
topographical, from the society he inhabited.A similar dissociation from actually existing
circumstances occurs when Pringle digresses into Scottish history. The references to the
Scottish past are uniformly hostile to the “the oppressor’s pride,” “the despot’s champion,”
“Southron’s coward treachery” and so forth. It is quite clear, however, that these imprecations are
consigned to the past tense. Hence, we have celebrations of Scottish resistance to English
incursion:Of men who dared alone be freeAmidst a nation’s slavery;Yet long for them the poet’s
lyreShall breathe its notes of heavenly fire;Their names shall nerve the patriot’s handUprais’d to



save a sinking land. (1819, 12)And shortly after this:But now, all sterner thoughts forgot,Peace
broods upon the peasant’s cot;And if tradition still prolongsThe memory of his father’s
wrongs,‘Tis but the grateful thought that borrowsA blessing from departed sorrows. (1819, 12–
13)There are awkward questions here: if in the present (“now”) “all sterner thoughts” are “forgot”
by the peasant descendants of past English injustice, why is the poet so committed to their
remembrance, both in this poem and, as we have seen, in his revivals of the ballad form?
Furthermore, the characterization of the peasant as content in rustic tranquility is misleading: the
“peasant’s cot” was being evacuated at an unprecedented rate in the Lowlands (and razed to the
ground in the Highlands). The assertion that peasant memory of “his father’s wrongs” is a
contrite “grateful thought that borrows/A blessing from departed sorrows” seems, at best,
wishful.In a later section of the poem, a more individuated peasant makes an appearance, a
shepherd who worked for Pringle’s father. This shepherd, in whom historical memory is an active
force, still regards the English as antagonists. But the bearing of “ancient grudge[s] ” against the
English is not restricted to the shepherd; such rancor is frequently expressed, as previously
noted, in the poet’s own voice. In a footnote, Pringle writes admiringly of the shepherd’s
character and describes him as a “genuine specimen of the old Scottish peasant” (133). He then
comments: “My old friend, however, was not without the common prejudices of his rank and
nation; he always spoke of the Union as the “ruination of Scotland”; and one of his deepest
feelings was a determined hatred of the “Southron” of ancient times, and a sovereign contempt
for those of the present” (133).We are back to Scott’s postscript to Waverley with which this
chapter began: an all but vanished “race” of the “folks of the leaven” with their “absurd political
prejudice” but withal “living examples” of “old Scottish” virtues (and, for Scott, a rich
representational resource). Pringle’s shepherd functions as both relic and a reminder, in the
present tense, of the archaic absurdity of opposition to the Hanoverian regime. The poet’s own
invocations of patriotic resistance serve the paradoxical function of sealing the past into artifice,
a representational effect that acts as an aesthetico-historical surety for full Scottish membership
in “the British empire” (115). I use this last phrase advisedly: it is Pringle’s own and occurs in a
lengthy footnote to a line in the poem that describes the “Border Hills” as “The boast of chivalry
and song” (9).The footnote concerned is the longest in the Excursion and seeks, with
considerable help from Walter Scott, to establish a historical lineage for the “poetical celebrity” of
the Border region, or as Pringle puts it, “this romantic region” (111). Pringle reaches back to a
“remote period” to establish the founding of this lineage, when “[t] he eastern heights of
Teviotdale formed […] the well contested frontier between the aboriginal tribes of the Cumbrian
Britons and their Saxon invaders” (112). Pringle adds that though the Britons were “subdued,”
they were not “extirpated” and that “their poetic spirit and romantic lore survived” (112). The
assertion that a Celtic repository of poetry and lore “survived” invasion and subjugation and
continued to inform “chivalry and song” enables Pringle to construct an unbroken linguistic and
poetic lineage for the Border region. He quotes Scott’s assertion that “the minstrels of the south
of Scotland, living in or near the British tribes of Reged and Strathclwyd, became the natural



depositaries of the treasures of Celtic tradition” due to the “peculiar circumstances under which
the English language was formed in the lowlands of Scotland and north of
England” (113),Scott’s determination to fuse English and Scottish literary genealogies, and to
diminish Scotland’s Gaelic-Irish heritage, rested on a theoretical “acrobatics,” according to his
latest biographer, and even at the time his conclusions were challenged (Sutherland 1997, 92–
93). Our interest is not in the veracity of Scott’s assertions, however, but in Pringle’s eagerness
to claim that Scottish literature is in fact authentically and aboriginally English. In the sentence
that immediately follows an extended quotation from Scott, Pringle offers his own elaboration to
these claims: “To the above remarks we may add, that these Southern Highlands have had the
rare good fortune to have given birth to, or been the favourite residence of, a greater number of
distinguished poets, than probably any other district of the British empire” (115) (italics mine).
Pringle then goes on to supply a list of poets dating back to the Celtic Merlin of Caledonia and
ending up with Scott, the “Ariosto of the North.” Included among these names is that most
anglicized of Scottish poets, James Thomson, praised for bringing “back the English public to
nature and true poetry” (116). In a footnote, Pringle appends the remark that “Armstrong,
Leyden, Hogg, and many other genuine poets might be added to the list” (115), but the absence
of Burns from this line up of Scottish literary champions indicates how uneasy Pringle must have
been with the “other” tradition or lineage of Scottish writing. What these remarks do indicate,
however, is that Pringle regarded himself as writing within a British and imperial tradition even
before emigrating to the Cape.Thus, Pringle’s Scottish poetry—in broad outline. For a study
whose central concern is Pringle’s writing in and about South Africa, this poetry offers valuable
interpretive clues to the later writing since it anticipates some of the problems that inhere in
attempting to write from a margin to a center. In “The Autumnal Excursion,” the tension between
a Scottish localism and the compositional demands of the picturesque form is one example of
such problems, while the repeated elision, or euphemization, of actually existing circumstances,
along with the aestheticizing of political and military conflict, points to a desire not to unsettle
Scottish status in “the British empire.” In the South African poems we shall encounter a greatly
magnified version of these same difficulties—and some entirely new ones as well.In turning from
Pringle’s Scottish poetry to Pringle’s Scottish journalism we again confront the persistence of the
archaic in the contemporary, but this time in the form of a peculiarly unvanished race: the
gypsies. First, a brief digression on gypsies. The word “gypsy” is derived from “Egypt”—
mistakenly believed by Europeans to be their country of origin. In fact, gypsy dispersion began in
the Punjab region of northern India in the first millennium AD. For reasons unknown, people from
various tribes were forced to leave their historical homelands and their nomadic wanderings took
the gypsies to Asia, Central Europe, North Africa and Great Britain, where they first arrived in
1500. They negotiated rights of passage or in some cases settlement with the countries they
traversed, and in Scotland itself they were granted limited rights of tenure as far back as 1505.
The gypsies retained an unsettling marginality, and at no point were they assimilated into the
body politic of the societies in which they lived or through which they wandered. As figures of



alterity, the gypsies predated the indigenes of the colonial era, and the attitudes of European
people to the gypsy presence has often been read by scholars as a precursor of later racial
attitudes. Various particularities attended the presence of the gypsies in Scotland, not the least
of which was that the unstable and often violent social conditions of pre-Union and medieval
Scotland were in fact hospitable to outcast groups who could make strategic alliances. By the
time Pringle wrote about them, however, the gypsies were considered an embarrassing atavism
in a society undergoing a rapid rate of social change and whose central conceptual paradigm,
the four stages theory, identified progress as the motor of history.Pringle’s “Notices Concerning
the Scottish Gypsies” was published in three sections in the April (vol. 1, no. 1), May (vol. 1, no.
2) and September (vol. 1, no. 6) 1817 issues of the Edinburgh Monthly Magazine, of which
Pringle was coeditor. They consist of what Pringle terms “desultory notices” and draw on two
main sources: “public annals” (from the Register House) and “more private and personal
anecdotes” (1817, 1, 1). Despite their heterogenous structure, however, the “Notices” are
unvarying in their antipathy toward gypsies and their way of life. Pringle’s introductory comments
in part one set the tone for this antipathy, where he describes the gypsies as “vagrant
hordes” (43) and a “dark, deceitful and disorderly race” (44). He begins by expressing concern
that so little heed has been paid to the willful archaism of the gypsies and their refusal to be
assimilated into their host societies:That an Asiatic people should have resided four hundred
years in the heart of Europe, subject to its civilised polity, and commingled with its varied
population, and yet have retained almost unaltered their distinct oriental character, customs, and
language,— is a phenomenon so singular as only to be equalled, perhaps, by the
unaccountable indifference with which, till very recently, this remarkable fact appears to have
been regarded. (43)The gypsies’ obdurate orientalism in the “heart of Europe” strikes Pringle as
a perverse refusal of “civilised polity,” and he accounts himself equally distressed by public
indifference to this scandalous anomaly. How exactly Pringle would have liked the public to react
to the gypsy presence is clarified only at the end of the first section when he commends with
“particular approbation a little work published by Mr Hoyland of Sheffield, entitled ‘A Historical
Survey of the Customs, Habits and present State of the Gypsies; designed to develope the
origin of this singular people and to promote the amelioration of their condition’” (58). Pringle’s
enthusiasm for “amelioration” might foreshadow his later humanitarian concerns, but it also
signals a refusal to tolerate the singularity of social difference, an unwillingness to accommodate
the stranger within the gate. After giving some details of Hoyland’s plans for gypsy “improvement
and civilisation,” Pringle solicits communications from those readers who have had the
opportunity of “observing the manners” or “investigating the dialect” of gypsies, adding that even
“trivial notices” may, in their aggregation, lead to “valuable results” (58).Pringle’s “Notices,” then,
are an attempt to assist the construction of a gypsy archive in order to facilitate the assimilation
of the gypsies into the civilizing process. This body of information blends together criminal
statistics with the apparent ephemera of anecdote, observation and lore. For Pringle (himself an
archivist), the gathering of information is the necessary prelude to the restructuring of the gypsy



lifeworld. “[C] hristian philanthropy” intersects with a proto-ethnography, which “gathers into our
repository scattered facts, hints and observations,—which more elaborate and learned authors
may afterwards work up into the dignified tissue of history or science” (1, 43). If, to take a well-
known formulation, “[c]olonial discourse […] is an apparatus that turns on the recognition and
disavowal of racial/cultural/historical differences” whose “dominant strategic function is the
creation of a space for ‘subject peoples’ through the production of knowledge in which
surveillance is exercised” (Bhabha 1994, 154), then one may recognize in Pringle’s “discourse” a
distinctly colonial element. Pringle’s didactic and administrative ambitions for the gypsies are,
however, complicated by a figural investment in gypsies as the subjects of literary
representation.Pringle’s earlier exasperation at public indifference toward the phenomenon of
the gypsies exempts one group from this collective incuriosity: “our poets and novelists.” He
distinctly separates this category from “men of letters,” “philosophers” and “literati,” all of whom
have “disregarded” the gypsies:The rest of the community, familiar from infancy with the general
character and appearance of these vagrant hordes, have probably never regarded them with
any deeper interest than what springs from the recollected terrors of a nursery tale, or the finer
associations of poetical and picturesque description. It may, indeed, be reckoned as one of the
many remarkable circumstances in the history of this singular race, that the best and almost the
only accounts of them that have hitherto appeared in this country, are to be found in works of
fiction. Disregarded by philosophers and literati,— the strange, picturesque and sometimes
terrific features of the gypsey character, have afforded to our poets and novelists a favourite
subject for delineation; and they have executed the task so well, that we have little more to ask of
the historian, than merely to extend the canvas, and to affix the stamp of authenticity to the
striking representations they have furnished. (43)
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